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Announcing InHisVerse Bible Version 2: Dig deep into the Bible’s Hebrew and Greek 

 

Strong’s original word definitions are wrapped into an outline of every Bible verse alongside a full word use 

concordance, detailed word definitions and linguistic information, so that anyone can dig up truths lost in 

translation. 

 

 

Naugatuck, CT – March 30, 2021 - Announcing InHisVerse Bible V2.0 for Windows, software that outlines 

every word in the Bible with its original Strong’s Greek and Hebrew definition, bringing the reader a step 

closer to the original meaning. Click on any word in the outline to dig deeper; a full word use concordance 

shows every occurrence of the word with alternate definitions from Thayer’s, Browns and Berean displayed 

in their respective panels, saving hours of research, revealing truths lost in translation. InHisVerse Basic is 

free, comes with a free 30 day trial of InHisVerse Extras and uses the newly published Berean Study Bible 

from BibleHub.Com. Download it at https://www.inhisverse.com. 

 

 

Having a basic understanding of major Greek and Hebrew words and concepts should be part of every 

believer's faith journey. By design, InHisVerse helps you to slow down, meditate and consider parts of 

scripture easily overlooked, uncovering original meanings to every word in every verse. Teachers will find 

a wealth of original language knowledge; trains of thought that are not flavored by any doctrinal 

interpretation, making it easy to build totally accurate lessons quickly. The lexicon concordance shows you 

how major parts of the Bible fit together, building one truth on another. 

 

 

A free 30 day trial of InHisVerse Extras is included with every install. These are the tools for digging even 

deeper: A unique Greek Inspector that digs out related root words; a synonym search, bridging the gap 

between Hebrew and Greek words; full BibleHub.Com integration where online parallel verses, 

dictionaries, and commentaries for the current verse are a single click away. In addition, Extras has nine 

different encyclopedias and dictionaries, arranged so that the topics reflected in the current verse are 

prominently displayed, along with user bookmarks, browsing history and a King James Version 

examination panel. Full details can be found at https://www.inhisverse.com/extras For Windows 7, 8, 10, 1 

gig memory required.  

 

 

Olsen’s Apps LLC is a software company founded in 2019 by Jim Olsen, a developer with over 40 years of 

experience in computer automation and logistics. InHisVerse Bible, the company’s premier product, has 

proven to save hours of research Bible study time and is given away free of charge. As of this writing, the 

author is busy writing versions for the iPad and Mac. 
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